
The city government of Baltimore, Maryland was hit with a 
ransomware attack that infected their network and has caused 
multiple department systems to go down. The infection occurred 
early in May and the affected systems are still inoperative at the 
time of this writing. Some systems 
 
Current Baltimore Mayor Bernard Young wrote in a press 
release, “I am not able to provide you with an exact timeline on 
when all systems will be restored.  Like any large enterprise, we 
have thousands of systems and applications. Our focus is getting critical services back online, and doing so 
in a manner that ensures we keep security as one of our top priorities throughout this process.   You may 
see partial services beginning to restore within a matter of weeks, while some of our more intricate 
systems may take months in the recovery process.” 
 
RobbinHood Ransomware 
RobbinHood is a unique type of ransomware that had been discovered only recently before it hit 
Baltimore’s computers. Its name is similar to previous ransomware Robinhood, but it uses the extra “b” to 
get past antivirus programs configured to recognize files with the former’s name. Security researchers are 
still unsure how exactly Robbinhood spreads, but can at least confirm it is not dispersed through spam 
emails. 
 
One such expert, Vitali Kremez, was reportedly able to reverse engineer a sample of the ransomware and 
found that it shuts down 181 Windows processes that could prevent encryption of files. The infected 
machine would then actually cut itself off from the rest of the network. Kremez explained that the malware 
likely had another, unmonitored method of spreading between each computer, such as through a domain 
controller. 

Baltimore City Departments Down 
Baltimore Mayor Bernard Young said on Twitter that the city's “essential services” are still operational 
and that, as of this afternoon, there is “no evidence” that any personal information “has left the system.” 
However, at least two city services were impacted, the Department of Public Works has had to suspend 
late water bill fees and an email outage has taken down phone lines to Customer Support and Services so 
they are unable to take calls about water bills. The Baltimore City Department of Transportation also 
tweeted that two impound lots were impacted.  
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Baltimore City Government Infected with 
RobbinHood Ransomware 

“I had to take a moment to give extra special thanks to Josh. He has been at our site several times for our 
onboarding and has also worked with a number of my staff via phone support. I was initially nervous about 
moving over to the new support system as my staff had become accustomed to someone being in the office 
most of the time. This transition could not have gone smoother and I have received nothing but good feedback 
from my staff about our IT Support. Many of them specifically have a fondness for Josh and the help he has 
given us since we started. He is exceptionally smart and has developed a great rapport with myself and every 
member of my staff that has had the pleasure of working with him. I want to formally express our appreciation 
and gratitude for his time, expertise, and demeanor. He is an absolute pleasure to work with!”             
 
Nicole Plath  
Chief Executive Officer 
Fortune Title Agency 
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Are You STILL Using Outdated 
Tape Backups? 

   If your computer network and the data it 
holds got erased or corrupted because of a 
virus, hard drive crash, fire, flood or some 
other random, unforeseen disaster, how 
confident are you RIGHT NOW that 
your business could be back up and 
running again FAST? 

 
   If your answer to that is, “I don’t know,” 
or “I’m not sure,” you are taking a HUGE 
risk with your company’s most important 
asset—the data on your network. Just 
imagine what would happen to your 
business if you lost your entire client 
database… 

 
…Lost all accounting documentation and 
history…Lost all the work files you’ve 
spent YEARS developing…Lost the work 
files and documentation you so desperately 
need to service your customers… 

 
   Can you even put a price tag on it? 
Probably not –yet so many business 
owners aren’t 100% certain that they could 
be back up and running after a disaster and 
are purely hoping that their current tape 
drive or backup is working and storing a 
usable copy of their data. 

 

Tape Drives Are The MOST 
Unreliable, Unsecured Way To 

Back Up Your Data 
 
   All tape drives fail; it’s only a matter of 
“when,” not “if.” So if being able to get 
back up and running again in the event of 
a data-erasing disaster is important, then 
you need to know about our <<Name Of 
Backup>>.  
 
   <<Outline the benefits here: This fool-
proof backup service does more than just 
keep a copy of your files—it provides 
“continuous data protection” and enables 
near-instant disaster recovery because it 
takes a snapshot of your entire network 
throughout the day, giving you the 
confidence we could have you back up and 
running again within HOURS, not days or 
weeks.>>  
 
   Want to know if your data is 
REALLY secure and being backed up 
properly? Call us for a FREE Data 
Backup and Disaster Recovery Audit Call 
us at xxx-xxx-xxxx or go online to 
www.insertyoururl.com/backup 

Two ways to 
WIN a gift 

card! 
It only takes a minute and YOU 

could be our next winner! 

Last Month’s  
Contest Winner: 

Maria Shelvin 
Chelsea Textiles 

 
Please complete our brief survey in 
order to be placed in the running to 
win this month's gift card prize!  
 
1. What do you like most about 
our services? 

2. Tell us about a specific 
experience with us that you were 
happy with. 

3. What are the biggest benefits 
you’ve received or experienced 
since hiring us? 
 

4. What can we improve? 
 
Email Jon Stiles 
(jonathan.stiles@swktech.com) with 
your responses  
OR  
Fill out our online form: 
http://bit.ly/nwsnews-survey 
before July 1st to get your name in 
the hat.  
 

You could win a 
$25 Gift Card! 

 
 

Get More Free Tips, Tools, and Services on Our Website: www.swknetworkservices.com 

SAP Users Vulnerable to Recently Found 10KBLAZE 

Exploit 

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), a division of the 
Department of Homeland Security, issued an alert on May 2 warning of exploits in SAP 
software systems that had been brought to the agency’s attention. A presentation at the 
2019 Operation for Community Development and Empowerment conference for 
cybersecurity revealed that persistent misconfigurations would expose Internet-facing 
SAP solutions to potential attacks. The exploit would allow hackers to connect to SAP 
software remotely with external applications and seize control of server data. 
 
SAP 10KBLAZE Exploit 
The misconfigurations that create the 10KBLAZE exploit in SAP has been known of for at least 10 years. The 
vulnerability is not technically present in SAP code, but rather in the SAP NetWeaver platform that integrates all of 
their enterprise applications. Cybersecurity firm Onapsis claims that the exploit is present in 9 out of 10 of every SAP 
system deployed worldwide. 
 
The vulnerability affects several SAP products, including SAP S/4HANA, SAP ERP, SAP PLM, SAP CRM, SAP 
HCM, SAP SCM and SAP BI. Most of the vulnerable systems are the same that appeared in a previous CISA alert 
released three years ago, and a similar misconfiguration was also brought to light by Onapsis and digital risk 
management firm, Digital Shadows, last year.   
 
Legacy ERP – SAP, Oracle, Microsoft and More 
Last year’s exploit alert highlighted the liabilities of using misconfigured legacy systems, including enterprise 
applications made by SAP, Oracle, Microsoft and other big-name publishers. Many older software products are being 
redeployed as cloud solutions to compete with more modern innovations, yet reconfiguring a system that was not 
designed from the ground up to be protected against external access is complicated. The situation with SAP 
NetWeaver illustrates how easy it is for a single flaw to appear in a critical component and compromise the entire 
suite.  
 
Cloud ERP Security 
Software hosted in the cloud is a different beast from traditional deployments, which could rely on living in a single 
physical space as a security measure. Cloud ERP requires more active monitoring as well as informed users to 
maintain information security best practices. This is especially true for legacy ERP systems reconfigured for cloud 
connectivity, which – as demonstrated by these many SAP alerts – often have gaps in their architecture appear when 
granting access to the Internet. 
 
Learn How to Secure Your ERP Against Vulnerability Exploits 
Legacy ERP software often still deliver value to businesses in fulfilling their core functionality purposes. Yet 
publishers will continue to push outdated systems towards cloud capabilities they were not built for, so the burden of 
network security will fall on the user side to maintain. 
 
Read these security tips for small business cloud software to learn how you can protect your investment in technology 
using SMB-level resources. 

 

A study by Kaspersky Lab revealed that a majority of Americans are experiencing “cyber stress” when 
worrying about potential security threats. 81 of respondents in the US, along with 72 of those in Canada, told 
researchers that hearing about hacks and data breaches were causing them increased stress. 46 percent had at 
least one cybersecurity incident within the past five years, and of those, 33 percent experienced even stress at 
having to protect all of their network devices. 
As the report illustrates, Americans have been bombarded with news of security breaches and data leaks in 
recent years. The high-profile nature of many of these cybersecurity incidents has increased visibility into 
the threats in the digital landscape. This has made the public much more mindful about the areas in their 
daily lives that contribute to network security, but the increased paranoia and attention to detail has added to 
cyber stress as well. 
 
Password Management 
Kaspersky found that most people in North America manage at least 16 username and password 
combinations, and this affected could greatly affect their level of cyber stress depending on their 
demographic. Respondents between the ages of 16 and 24 experienced the most stress at having to keep 
track of all of these passwords, with 46 percent saying it caused cyber stress. This arises from many factors 
affecting the millennial generation, including their perception of technology and cybersecurity as well as the 
added scrutiny they receive as potential security liabilities in the workplace. 
 
Data Breaches 
The other side of cyber stress induced from password management is the growing awareness and publicity of 
the data breach. Additionally, the proliferation of cyber attacks means that many now have a personal 

connection to a story of a cyber incident – or have been the victim of an attack themselves. Some have 
experienced multiple such episodes, and even if every one was unsuccessful, the knowledge that cyber 
attackers are out can cause some level of stress. 
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81 Percent of Americans Experience Cyber 
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Gift Card Trivia! 

This month’s question is: 
 

What type of ransomware hit Baltimore’s computers? (Hint: The answer is in this newsletter.) 
 
a. Cryptolocker 
b. Robinhood 
c. Wannacry 
d. Robbinhood 

 
Please email Jon Stiles (jonathan.stiles@swktech.com) with your answer by July 1st, in order to be placed in 
the running for this month's gift card prize!  

Continued from page 2… 

 
Device Security 
77 percent of Americans own at least a smartphone and more than half 
use tablet computers as well, according to the Pew Research Center. 
Mobile devices have increasingly targeted by hackers in recent years, 
due to often being an often overlooked and underdefended attack 
vector. With cybercriminals employing malware and other methods 
specifically defined for smartphone operating systems, users have to be 
extra careful when using mobile devices to browse the Web – which 
causes more cyber stress. 
 
Brand Reputation 
Very public scandals around data leaks and poor privacy controls have eroded consumer trust in the 
ability of businesses to protect their data, though the level of which can depend on the industry. 
Finance, retail and social networks are becoming some of the least trusted sectors, especially when it 
comes to securing digital information. People are beginning to lose faith in brands which demonstrate 
an inability to prevent a data breach, no matter who is at fault for causing it. 

Data Sharing 
The growing number of public data breaches has caused an increase rate of stress and suspicion when 
it comes to sharing data with organizations. Conversely, the Kaspersky report found that almost half 
of the respondents would trust their significant other with their credentials, while over a quarter were 
willing to share this information with their parents. The results of the study indicate that consumers 
see data sharing as a community activity – one that requires a certain level of familiarity and 
commitment.  
 
Relieve Employee Cyber Stress with SWK Network Services 
Cyber stress can affect everyone, including the people who make up your business. While public 
knowledge of the presence of cybersecurity threats has improved, education on the steps to prevent 
against them has not kept up at the same pace. SWK can help educate your employees on the best 
practices for device protection and relieve the stress of managing your network full-time. 
Contact SWK to find out how to manage cyber stress in your business with the right network 
solution. 

81 Percent of Americans Experience Cyber 
Stress from Security Threats 

Shiny gadget of the 

month:  
Jabra Speak 510 

Portable Bluetooth 
Speakerphone 

The summer is here and that means people will be on 
the go more than ever. However, being on the go 
doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice certain features 
you may be accustom to for work. Maybe you’re 
traveling to a conference somewhere with your team 
and need to field a call or two while you are out. You 
can turn your hotel room into a makeshift conference 
room with the Jabra Speak 510 portable Bluetooth 
speakerphone. Regardless of where you are you can 
use this plug and play solution with us USB cable or a 
Bluetooth connection with your PC, tablet, or 
smartphone, just dial in and you’re good to go. 
 
The Jabra Speak 510 Portable Bluetooth 
speakerphone boasts outstanding sound quality, so 
you get crystal clear and natural sounding calls. It has 
a compact design and is lightweight, so it is easy to 
take with you wherever you go. The gadget is 
certified for Skype for Business and optimized for all 
leading UC platforms. Don’t let range discourage you 
either, Jabra states that it has 100 ft wireless range 
and has great sound even at max volume. Its 360-
degree microphone will pick up sound from any angle 
and has a 15-hour talk time on a single charge. 
 
You may be thinking from the description that with 
all these features and quality sound that it might not 
be worth it to invest in such a piece of hardware, but 
the Jabra Speak 510 comes in at $149. So if you’re 
thinking about getting this to take on a business trip, 
or maybe you just want it to bring on vacation with 
you in case you need to take some calls for work with 
the convenience of relaxing with a cup of coffee 
instead of holding a phone in your hand, this little 
gadget could be right for you. See for yourself on 
their website https://www.jabra.com/business/
speakerphones/jabra-speak-series/jabra-speak-510#/
#7510-209. 

Continued from page 1… 
 
Baltimore Commerce Halted 
Baltimore City Departments are not the only ones affected either. Home buyers and Title Companies are 
feeling the effects as home sales are held up due to city being unable to verify properties are free of liens and 
recording new deeds. Amy Caplan, operations manager, Broadview Title said “It’s crippling the entire city for 
sure. There’s just no resolution. It seems like there’s no contingency plan in place for Baltimore city.” It was 
even reported that deals are being lost due to the delay and at least 1,500 sales are pending. 
 
Backup Data to Prevent Ransomware Crashes 
The threat of ransomware can be terrifying after seeing the impact it can have. However, there is still hope for 
protecting yourself from it. Many times hackers can get into your system through outdated software that has 
not been patched for the latest security updates, other times they can get in through phishing emails or social 
engineering. No matter what the method, having a business continuity solution in place is essential for 
recovering your system and network. Learn more about backup and continuity on our website to see how 
ransomware can even be reversed with the proper solution in place. 

Baltimore City Government Infected with RobbinHood 
Ransomware 
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Contact us 
Give us a call for more information 

about our services and products.  

 

SWK Technologies, Inc. 

South Jersey 

650 Grove Road, Suite 106 

West Deptford, NJ 08066 

 

North Jersey 

120 Eagle Rock Ave., Suite 330   

East Hanover, NJ 07936 

 

Phone: 856.956.5800 

Fax: 856.845.6466 

 

Visit us on the web at 

www.swknetworkservices.com 

We can help you with: 

• Complete network management and support 

• Troubleshooting and problem solving on all PCs and Macs 

• Cloud services and virtualization 

• Hardware installation and support 

• Virus / spyware removal and  

      protection 

• Security solutions 

• Employee awareness training 

• VPN (Virtual Private Networks) 

• Remote access / Mobile computing 

• Server installations and upgrades 

• Spam filtering  

• Hosted email 

• Web content filtering 

• System backups, on-site and off-site 

• Help desk 
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A study on phishing trends in 2018 found that 84 percent of all phishing attacks were carried out against US-based 
businesses. Additionally, the report claims that the focus of phishing targets shifted from the individual to the enterprise 
level. The data was compiled by threat intelligence firm, PhishLabs, who analyzed more than 1 million confirmed phishing 
sites and 12,000 attacks per month. 
 
Phishing Volume VS Activity 
What is interesting to note is that the percentage the US makes up for those being phished has actually been decreasing 
(from 85 percent last year. However, this can be a misleading statistic - the sheer volume of phishing attacks against US-
based organizations has risen exponentially. The rate of phishing activity rose 40 percent in 2018, and given the trends 
found among the top 30 most attacked countries, it is likely to increase again this year. 
 
Top Channels for Phishing  

The report found that the top five most phished industries accounted for over 80 percent of phishing volume. The financial sector came in at the first spot, 
with email and online services following close behind. Cloud storage and payment services along with SaaS providers each experienced 12.6, 11.1 and 7.2 
percent, respectively. Every one of these besides payment services saw an increase in phishing volume over last year. 
 
Phishing Seasons 
2018 followed previous years according to the report, with attacks rising and continuing from the first few months into Q4 where they began to drop, with 
spikes at different points in the summer. Past research by PhishLabs indicates that phishing campaigns adhere to seasonal trends more or less, culminating 
in surges and then drop-offs at certain times throughout the year.  
 
Most Effective Phishing Email Subjects 
The study also included data from simulated phishing tests and the email subject lines that users were most susceptible to. Messages including Human 
Resource, payroll, and transactional information were found to be the most effective at tricking users into opening the contents, with seasonal emails (e-
cards, holiday closures, etc.) not far behind. Corporate communications were overall the easiest way to get individuals to lower their guard. 
 
Train Your Employees to Spot All Phishing Attacks 
If this research communicates anything, it is that phishing is only going to keep building up and evolving over the next few years. It is a relatively easy way 
for hackers to get what they want, and as more and more organizations rely on networked resources, they will only gain more opportunities to exploit 
unsuspecting users. 
 
Sign up for Phishing Defender provided by SWK to engage your employees in security awareness training that will prepare them for inevitable phishing. 

84 Percent of All Phishing Attacks Targeted US Entities 
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